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About This Game

Space Hodsola 2 - Purple Planet is the long-awaited continuation of the game Space Hodsola.

This time you have to protect the planet from the enemy's army. The battlefield and the enemy are different, but the essence of
the game has remained unchanged. Destroy opponents and survive in any way. You will participate in epic space battles, where

you alone will fight with countless legions of enemies. Your only assistants are your faithful laser and destructive missiles
carrying death to your enemies.

Features:

 Infinitely generated game level, the battle will last as long as you are willing to withstand

 A lot of opponents with different attack styles and cunning tricks

 Spectacular battlefield
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 Beautiful graphics in the style of pixel art from the famous artist @ Pixel-boy
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Publisher:
Dagestan Technology
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I like the soothing colors and cartoon artwork: it reminds me of 80s games like Fantasy Zone. The overall gameplay looks good,
but it's hard to be sure. The problem is the controls. For some reason, you have to hold down the left mouse button to move. The
fire button is either the right mouse button or the space bar, and the missile launch is the ctrl key. Maybe on the planet Hodsola
where they have gentacles instead of hands, this control scheme would make sense, but on Earth, we'd rather use our game
controller, or at least have the mouse or keyboard guide without extra clicking.
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